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This game surprised me, in a very good way. The character system has more depth than it looks like. The game overall is fairly
polished. I'm having a blast with it, anyway. Highly recommended.. I wouldn't recommend this DLC. It should have been
included in the base game as it was produced and took resources away from the base game during the development cycle.
Simply anti consumer friendly move on CA's part. That being said, the paywalled content is ok. There isn't really a tutorial for
the YTR as the three factions you receive have entirely different mechanics as opposed to the non paywalled factions. Using
features like liberation stances to incite Yellow turban rebels to rise up is cool, but you can't see how close or far you are to
causing one since you can't see public order of cities that you don't control. The tech system is an interesting change, as it's
based off research similarly to past total war games as opposed to the base game's factions' 5 turn reform waiting period. The
Yellow Turban factions haven't any strong units as part of their late game roster, it would seem that they peak out early to mid
game, when you unlock your best units, which are superior for a short time and after that, you'll have a rough time to go about
it. Satisfaction is unbalanced for the YT factions as you have only a limited number of administrator positions to keep them
happy, which you have to essentially choose between having generals high enough rank to recruit your better units and be
unhappy, or have trash generals use trash units and be happy; even with the reforms, it's still difficult to maintain satisfaction in
a group that is known for a fanatical devotion to their ideals. All in all, its interesting, but for $10, its a pass. You won't be
missing much by not buying this dlc.. This is the type of game that will frustrate you so much but you love it for doing that. I
recommend this game for anyone who wants a challenge.. Two-button controls for masocore platforming is an interesting idea,
and I think this game implements it as well as can be done. That said, there's nothing remotely comfortable about such a scheme
-- and because I would like to use my index fingers for a variety of things, and not just destroy them playing games with
intentionally awkward controls, I will never play Necrosphere again. I also know to steer clear of any game that follows in its
footsteps. I don't regret playing the game, though, since it was a unique experience, and I'm all about unique experiences; my fingers
will recover.

Why an upvote? Awkward controls notwithstanding, the level design is superb, and the creator does have a flair for attractive pixel
graphics. Also, I must compliment him on taking risks, even though his game could end up giving somebody arthritis. Buy on a sale..
The game itself delivers on it's main selling point, being slaying orcs.
The biggest drawback however, is that the game glitches out during the final boss fight, forcing you to stay in the cutscene and
stopping at 3 graves. Players are unable to actually play the final boss fight and complete the game, which is quite bad.

I'd be all ears to hear if someone has managed to fix this issue or resolve it, or whether or not it's luck based on whether the game
glitches out for you. All in all i enjoyed the first few levels, but, the final boss glitch ruins this game for me.
. BEST DLC EXPERIENCE I'VE EVER HAD

felt awesome while looking back to the city on the bridge after saving everyone and taking my way back to the Capital Wasteland
:")

Oh, and don't even think about jumping off from the bridge :)))))
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A virtual turkey.
why not
. Great game! Really fun! You quickly get used to the controls after a few attempts and then the fun starts with experimenting
what moves you can do. The soundtrack is also excellent and adds to the fun and adventurous feel of the game. Well done!. I
don't usually like to write reviews (too self-aggrandizing, bourgeois, etc) but I just had to for this Marco Amadei guy. Gotta help
a brother out!

For one guy, he sure can develop hell of a game! I like the inventory system, stealing kraut vehicles, murdering countless nazis,
etc. And the realism with the weapons is nice, if a bullet hits your gun or your helmet it will make a "clank" noise. That's why I
like Easy Red too and that's how I heard of this game. The game has a lot of survival elements as well such as needing food
medicine, and even morphine shots to survive. I bought it on sale but it's worth full price, easily, for any WWII enthusiast\/Nazi
Murder Simulator fan and I can say the same for Easy Red as well.. This is just a Masterpiece. I wasn't so sure about that with
just Chapter 1, but with Chapter 2 I can say now for sure that Supipara is a 10\/10 Masterpiece.
I'am not gonna Lie, I had a few Tears in my Eyes towards the End, it was just so beautiful.
Compared to the Open Ending in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 has a Complete and really Satisfiying ending and oh my god, I was so
Happy about it!!!
Hotaru Amano is just a really well thought out Character with a really well thought out Backstory.
She may seem untouchable at first but thats not the case.
Once you actually got to her, she really opens Up and becomes really lovely.
The Soundtrack is as Good as Ever 10\/10 there also.
Overall is this just a really really good Slice of Life Visual Novel with good Comedy a Touch of Magic and Drama.

I Highly recommend this Visual Novel to Anybody! You don't even need to read Chapter 1 to understand everything in Chapter
2.

Hotaru Amano is a also a really good Waifu\/Wife even if you don't see that at the beginning but trust me, she is!

10\/10 Masterpiece

Good Job Minori! I Love you now for this VN.. Lighthearted platformer, with some interesting ideas here and there. Fun to
play.. I really enjoyed this game. The music is gorgeous. The characters are very likeable and their relationships are interesting.
If you're looking for something short, sweet and cute this is the game for you.. If you've played Hack Run then this is more of
the same but better. The clues are more subtle so there's a sense of achievement for working them out, the story is engaging and
there's more of the same unique gameplay elements that made Hack Run a good game.

For those that haven't played Hack Run then I'll just say if you liked uplink and Hacknet then play Hack Run first and then this
one, it's not essential to understanding the plot but some things may not make sense and you won't get some in jokes otherwise.
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